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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

This office action is responsive to the amendment filed 1 1/22/06. The applicant has

overcome the objections and most of the 35 USC 112 rejections. Refer to the abovementioned

amendment for specific details on applicant's rebuttal arguments. However, the present claims

are finally rejected over the previously stated ground of rejections as set forth hereunder and for

the reasons of record:

Election/Restrictions and Claim Disposition

1. Claims 15-16, 19 and 21-26 are withdrawn from further consideration pursuant to 37

CFR 1.142(b) as being drawn to a nonelected invention, there being no allowable generic or

linking claim. Election was made without traverse in the reply filed on 05/03/06 and 06/09/06.

2. Claims 9-11 have been cancelled by the applicant.

Drawings

3. A replacement sheet for Figure 3 was received on 1 1/22/06. This drawings is acceptable.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.
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5. Claims 1-8, 12-14, 17-18, 20 and 27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Domeracki et al 5413879.

The present application is directed to a hybrid power generation system wherein the

disclosed inventive concept comprises the specific combination of a tail gas burner, fuel cell,

compressor/recuperator/turbine and control system.

As to claims 1 and 27:

Domeracki et al disclose a compressor 1 (COL 2, lines 43-45) for producing compressed

air 21 (COL 2, lines 50-55), air pre-heater 4 and fuel pre-heater 3 both in flow communication

with the compressor via line 21, 26 (the pre-heaters serve as the recuperator) (COL 2, lines 50-

55/ COL 3, lines 1-5/ See FIGURE 1). Figure 1 below illustrates the fuel cell system:

rig. /

Domeracki et al also disclose a solid oxide fuel cell system comprising a number of solid

oxide fuel cells (COL 2, lines 40-43/COL 3, lines 40-42) comprising an inlet air manifold 52,

and exhaust plenum combustion chamber 7, an inlet fuel manifold 53, an inlet air pipe 58, a fuel
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inlet pipe 61, and an exhaust pipe 59 (COL 3, lines 26-40). In reaction chamber 57, fuel 43 and

air 22 electrochemically react to produce electricity (COL 4, lines 9-18).

Domeracki et al further disclose combustion chamber 7 receiving oxidant exhaust (hot

oxygen bearing gas 23) and fuel exhaust (spent fuel 45) therein (COL 2, lines 45-50/ COL 4,

lines 10-35/COL 1, lines 24-35); and a topping combustor 8 (COL 2, lines 45-50). Either one of

the combustion chamber 7 or the topping combustor 8 acts as the tail gas burner receiving and

burningfuel and oxidant exhaustfrom thefuel cell via lines 45 and 23, or via line 24,

respectively (See Figure 1).

A turbine for expanding hot gas in line 25 is also disclosed (COL 2, lines 42-45/COL 5,

lines 16-22/ See Figure 1).

With respect to the control system, in the absence ofa specifically defined control system

comprising a particular configuration and/or structure, it is contended that Domeracki et al

implicitly discloses controlling the amount ofboth un-reactedfuel and oxidant to promote

combustion. For instance, (ifcombustion chamber 7 is the tail gas burner) it is disclosed that the

unreactedportion ofthe spentfuel 45 combusts in the gas 23, thereby heating it. In the preferred

embodiment, this combustion generates sufficient heat release to raise the temperature ofthe gas

23 to a predetermined temperature (COL 4, lines 25-37). In addition to that, (iftopping

combustor 8 is the tail gas burner) it is disclosed hot gas 24 still containing approximately 14-15

% oxygen by volume is combusted; and sufficient supplementalfuel is supplied to the topping

combustor to heat the gas 25 to certain temperature, or higher depending on the limitations of

the components (COL 5, lines 5-15). Thus, the specific distribution system ofthe un-reactedfuel

and oxidant in combination with the requirement ofproviding sufficient un-reactedfuel and
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oxidant implies the presence ofa controlling mechanismforpromoting and sustaining stable

combustion, thereby reducing CO emissions.

With respect to the specific percent ofthe cathode exhaust stream:

Domeracki et al further illustrate the following:

a) Enlarged portion of Figure 3 below shows primary zone (left or right side of tubular

fuel cell 50) and secondary zone (left or right side of tubular fuel cell 50, respectively) in the

combustion chamber 7 (the tail gas burner).

b) Additionally, combustion chamber 7 may be the primary zone, while the topping

combustor 8 may also be the secondary zone.

Domeracki et al disclose that {ifcombustion chamber 7 is the tail gas burner) hot gas 23

typically contains approximately 18 % oxygen by volume (COL 4, lines 19-31). Yet further, (if

topping combustor 8 is the tail gas burner) it is disclosed hot gas 24 still containing

approximately 14-15 % oxygen by volume is combusted .

Examiner's note: since hot gas 23 contains approximately 18 % oxygen and hot gas 24

contains approximately 14-15 % oxygen, it is contended that there is 18% ofoxygen (cathode

exhaust stream) diverted into the primary zone, and 14-15 % ofoxygen (cathode exhaust stream

diverted into the secondary zone. Under a first scenario, oxygen per se is taken to represent the

reactant (oxidant) ofthe cathode, and its unusedportion together with the byproducts ofthe

electrochemical reaction represent the overall composition ofthe cathode exhaust stream per se.
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And because the present claimsfail to define what is meant by the cathode exhaust stream itself

the examiner is interpreting the unusedportion ofreactant (oxygen) as the cathode exhaust

stream per se. Therefore, in this first context, combustion chamber 7 receives diverted hot gas 23

with 18 % ofoxygen, and topping combustor 8further receives diverted hot gas 23 with 14-15 %

ofoxygen. Thus, the prior art meets the claimed requirement concerning the specific percents.

Note that the term "diverted" has been broadly construed as only requiring to slightly turn the

direction ofthe stream or slightly deviating the stream at any given location, for instance, after

exitingfuel cell 6 and then after exiting combustion chamber 7. Notefurther that nowhere in the

claims it is required that the cathode exhaust stream be separated/split intofirst and second

different streams (two different streams) and thereafter directing thefirst stream towards the

primary zone and the second stream towards the secondary zone.

Under a secondary scenario, note also that Domeracki et al disclose that the topping

combustor 8 isformed by a vessel 86 that encloses a chamber 90 in which a plurality of

combustor baskets 93 are also disposed (COL 4, lines 45-53). At some point once the hot gas 24

flows into space 96 within the chamber 90, the hot gas 24flows into the combustor baskets 93

(COL 5, lines 1-10). Thus, topping combustor 8 per se includes primary and secondary zones,

and separates/splits the cathode exhaust stream containing 14-15 % ofoxygen (note that oxygen-

cathode exhaust stream as well as "diverted"-separated/split are interpreted in the same manner

as discussed in the immediately precedingparagraph). Consequently, in this secondary context,

topping combustor 8 includes a primary zone consisting ofafirst combustor basket 93

containing 14-15 % ofdiverted oxygen and a secondary zone consisting ofa second combustor
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93 receiving 14-15 % ofdiverted oxygen. Thus, the prior art meets the claimed requirement

concerning the specific percents.

As to claims 2-4 and 20:

Domeracki et al use natural gas or coal-derived fuel gas (COL 2, lines 66-67). Thus, it is

contended that the preceding gases are low heat contentfuels and inherently possess the specific

BTU/ft
3
requirement Note that both natural or coal-derivedfuel gases are disclosed by the

applicant as having those specific characteristics.

As to claims 5 and 7:

Domeracki et al disclose that the hot exhaust gas 23 typically contains approximately 18

% oxygen by volume (COL 4, lines 28-30) and/or 14-15 % oxygen by volume (COL 5, lines 5-

1 1). Disclosed is oxygen bearing vitiated (depleted) air (COL 4, lines 13-17).

As to claim 6:

Domeracki et al use ambient air as oxidant (COL 2, .lines 51-54).

As to claim 8:

It can be appreciated in Figure 3 that heated air 22 is turned 180 ° {diverted or deviated)

(COL 4, lines 3-5); oxygen bearing gas 23 also makes a right turn {diverted or deviated) at

combustion chamber 7 wherein spent fuel 45 mixes with hot gas 23, and they combusts (COL 4,

lines 19-35). Gas 23 is cooled somewhat prior to being discharged (COL 4, lines 34-37).
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rig. 3

As to claim 12:

Fuel nozzles 94 are used to inject un-reacted fuel 44 (COL 5, lines 5-7).

As to claim 1 3

:

Domeracki et al disclose at least solid oxide fuel cells (COL 3, lines 40-50; COL 4, lines

42-50).

As to claim 14:

Domeracki et al also disclose that fuel 43 for the solid oxide fuel cell generator 6 may be

reformed prior to reaction in the solid oxide fuel cell in an external reformer or a reformer

integral with the fuel cell (COL 3, lines 1 5-25).

As to claim 17:

It is disclosed that compressed air flows through vessel 86 of the topping combustor 8;

additionally, hot gas 24 includes un-reacted cathode exhaust coming from line 23 (hot oxygen

bearing gas 23 containing approximately 18 % oxygen volume (COL 4, lines 15-17 & lines 28-

31). Upon observing Figure 1 above, it is apparent that line 24 andfresh compressed air 21 mix

at the topping combustor 5. Thus, cathode exhaust (oxygen bearing gas 23) is recycled back to

the cathode inlet).
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As to claim 18:

Part of the reforming product is hydrogen (fuel) and carbon monoxide (COL 3, lines 18-

22); additionally, oxygen ions and hydrogen fuel are electrochemically reacting therein (COL 4,

lines 10-19). Spent fuel is unused (COL 4, lines 19-30). By-product ofthe electrochemical

reaction is water and carbon dioxide. Thus, the anode exhaust comprises CO, CO2 and spentfuel

and water.

Consequently, the present claims are still anticipated.

Claim Rejections -35 USC §103

6. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

7. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the

claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various

claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any

evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1 .56 to point out

the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later

invention was made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c)

and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

8. Claims 1-8, 12-14, 17-18, 20 and 27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Domeracki et al 5413879.
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The present application is directed to a hybrid power generation system wherein the

disclosed inventive concept comprises the specific combination of a tail gas burner, fuel cell,

compressor/recuperator/turbine and control system.

As to claims 1 and 27:

Domeracki et al disclose a compressor 1 (COL 2, lines 43-45) for producing compressed

air 21 (COL 2, lines 50-55), air pre-heater 4 and fuel pre-heater 3 both in flow communication

with the compressor via line 21, 26 (thepre-heaters serve as the recuperator) (COL 2, lines 50-

55/ COL 3, lines 1-5/ See FIGURE 1). Figure 1 below illustrates the fuel cell system:

,24 8
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Domeracki et al also disclose a solid oxide fuel cell system comprising a number of solid

oxide fuel cells (COL 2, lines 40-43/COL 3, lines 40-42) comprising an inlet air manifold 52,

and exhaust plenum combustion chamber 7, an inlet fuel manifold 53, an inlet air pipe 58, a fuel

inlet pipe 61, and an exhaust pipe 59 (COL 3, lines 26-40). In reaction chamber 57, fuel 43 and

air 22 electrochemically react to produce electricity (COL 4, lines 9-18).
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Domeracki et al further disclose combustion chamber 7 receiving oxidant exhaust (hot

oxygen bearing gas 23) and fuel exhaust (spent fuel 45) therein (COL 2, lines 45-50/ COL 4,

lines 10-35/COL 1, lines 24-35); and a topping combustor 8 (COL 2, lines 45-50). Either one of

the combustion chamber 7 or the topping combustor 8 acts as the tail gas burner receiving and

burningfuel and oxidant exhaustfrom thefuel cell via lines 45 and 23, or via line 24,

respectively (See Figure 1).

A turbine for expanding hot gas in line 25 is also disclosed (COL 2, lines 42-45/COL 5,

lines 16-22/ See Figure 1).

With respect to the control system, in the absence ofa specifically defined control system

comprising a particular configuration and/or structure, it is contended that Domeracki et al

implicitly discloses controlling the amount ofboth un-reactedfuel and oxidant to promote

combustion. For instance, (ifcombustion chamber 7 is the tail gas burner) it is disclosed that the

unreactedportion ofthe spentfuel 45 combusts in the gas 23, thereby heating it. In the preferred

embodiment, this combustion generates sufficient heat release to raise the temperature ofthe gas

23 to a predetermined temperature (COL 4, lines 25-37). In addition to that, (iftopping

combustor 8 is the tail gas burner) it is disclosed hot gas 24 still containing approximately 14-15

% oxygen by volume is combusted; and sufficient supplementalfuel is supplied to the topping

combustor to heat the gas 25 to certain temperature, or higher depending on the limitations of

the components (COL 5, lines 5-15). Thus, the specific distribution system ofthe un-reactedfuel

and oxidant in combination with the requirement ofproviding sufficient un-reactedfuel and

oxidant implies the presence ofa controlling mechanismforpromoting and sustaining stable

combustion, thereby reducing CO emissions.
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With respect to the specific percent ofthe cathode exhaust stream:

Domeracki et al further illustrate the following:

a) Enlarged portion of Figure 3 below shows primary zone (left or right side of tubular

fuel cell 50) and secondary zone (left or right side of tubular fuel cell 50, respectively) in the

combustion chamber 7 (the tail gas burner).

b) Additionally, combustion chamber 7 may be the primary zone, while the topping

combustor 8 may also be the secondary zone.

Domeracki et al disclose that {ifcombustion chamber 7 is the tail gas burner) hot gas 23

typically contains approximately 18 % oxygen by volume (COL 4, lines 19-31). Yet further, (if

topping combustor 8 is the tail 2as burner) it is disclosed hot gas 24 still containing

approximately 14-15 % oxygen by volume is combusted .

Examiner's note: since hot gas 23 contains approximately 18% oxygen and hot gas 24

contains approximately 14-15 % oxygen, it is contended that there is 18 % ofoxygen (cathode

exhaust stream) diverted into the primary zone, and 14-15 % ofoxygen (cathode exhaust stream

diverted into the secondary zone. Under a first scenario, oxygen per se is taken to represent the

reactant (oxidant) ofthe cathode, and its unusedportion together with the byproducts ofthe

electrochemical reaction represent the overall composition ofthe cathode exhaust stream per se.

And because the present claimsfail to define what is meant by the cathode exhaust stream itself,

the examiner is interpreting the unusedportion ofreactant (oxygen) as the cathode exhaust
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stream per se. Therefore, in thisfirst context, combustion chamber 7 receives diverted hot gas 23

with 18 % ofoxygen, and topping combustor 8further receives diverted hot gas 23 with 14-15 %

ofoxygen. Thus, the prior art meets the claimed requirement concerning the specific percents.

Note that the term "diverted" has been broadly construed as only requiring to slightly turn the .

direction ofthe stream or slightly deviating the stream at any given location, for instance, after

exitingfuel cell 6 and then after exiting combustion chamber 7. Notefurther that nowhere in the

claims it is required that the cathode exhaust stream be separated/split intofirst and second

different streams (two different streams) and thereafter directing thefirst stream towards the

primary zone and the second stream towards the secondary zone.

Under a secondary scenario, note also that Domeracki et al disclose that the topping

combustor 8 isformed by a vessel 86 that encloses a chamber 90 in which a plurality of

combustor baskets 93 are also disposed (COL 4, lines 45-53). At some point once the hot gas 24

flows into space 96 within the chamber 90, the hot gas 24flows into the combustor baskets 93

(COL 5, lines 1-10). Thus, topping combustor 8 per se includes primary and secondary zones,

and separates/splits the cathode exhaust stream containing 14-15 % ofoxygen (note that oxygen-

cathode exhaust stream as well as "diverted"-separated/split are interpreted in the same manner

as discussed in the immediately precedingparagraph). Consequently, in this secondary context,

topping combustor 8 includes a primary zone consisting ofa first combustor basket 93

containing 14-15 % ofdiverted oxygen and a secondary zone consisting ofa second combustor

93 receiving 14-15 % ofdiverted oxygen. Thus, the prior art meets the claimed requirement

concerning the specific percents.

As to claims 2-4 and 20:
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Domeracki et al use natural gas or coal-derived fuel gas (COL 2, lines 66-67). Thus, it is

contended that the preceding gases are low heat contentfuels and inherentlypossess the specific

BTU/ft
3
requirement Note that both natural or coal-derivedfuel gases are disclosed by the

applicant as having those specific characteristics.

As to claims 5 and 7:

Domeracki et al disclose that the hot exhaust gas 23 typically contains approximately 18

% oxygen by volume (COL 4, lines 28-30) and/or 14-15 % oxygen by volume (COL 5, lines 5-

1 1). Disclosed is oxygen bearing vitiated (depleted) air (COL 4, lines 13-17).

As to claim 6:

Domeracki et al use ambient air as oxidant (COL 2, lines 51-54).

As to claim 8:

It can be appreciated in Figure 3 that heated air 22 is turned 180 0
{diverted or deviated)

(COL 4, lines 3-5); oxygen bearing gas 23 also makes a right turn {diverted or deviated) at

combustion chamber 7 wherein spent fuel 45 mixes with hot gas 23, and they combusts (COL 4,

lines 19-35). Gas 23 is cooled somewhat prior to being discharged (COL 4, lines 34-37).

As to claim 12:
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Fuel nozzles 94 are used to inject un-reacted fuel 44 (COL 5, lines 5-7).

As to claim 13:

Domeracki et al disclose at least solid oxide fuel cells (COL 3, lines 40-50; COL 4, lines

42-50).

As to claim 14:

Domeracki et al also disclose that fuel 43 for the solid oxide fuel cell generator 6 may be

reformed prior to reaction in the solid oxide fuel cell in an external reformer or a reformer

integral with the fuel cell (COL 3, lines 15-25).

As to claim 17:

It is disclosed that compressed air flows through vessel 86 of the topping combustor 8;

additionally, hot gas 24 includes un-reacted cathode exhaust coming from line 23 (hot oxygen

bearing gas 23 containing approximately 18 % oxygen volume (COL 4, lines 15-17 & lines 28-

31). Upon observing Figure 1 above, it is apparent that line 24 andfresh compressed air 21 mix

at the topping combustor 8. Thus, cathode exhaust (oxygen bearing gas 23) is recycled back to

the cathode inlet).

As to claim 18:

Part of the reforming product is hydrogen (fuel) and carbon monoxide (COL 3, lines 18-

22); additionally, oxygen ions and hydrogen fuel are electrochemically reacting therein (COL 4,

lines 10-19). Spent fuel is unused (COL 4, lines 19-30). By-product ofthe electrochemical

reaction is water and carbon dioxide. Thus, the anode exhaust comprises CO, CO2 and spentfuel

and water.
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Domeracki et al discloses an integrated gas turbine solid oxide fuel cell system as seen

and described above. However, Domeracki et al fails to expressly disclose the specific mass

percent of the cathode exhaust stream.

Nevertheless, Domeracki et al disclose that {ifcombustion chamber 7 is the tail gas

burner) the unreacted portion of the spent fuel 45 combusts in the gas 23, thereby heating it. In

the preferred embodiment, this combustion generates sufficient heat release to raise the

temperature of the gas 23 to a predetermined temperature (COL 4, lines 25-37). Spent fuel 45 is

about 15 % unreacted; and hot gas 23 typically contains approximately 18 % oxygen by volume

(COL 4, lines 19-31). Yet further, (iftopping combustor 8 is the tail eas burner) it is disclosed

hot gas 24 still containing approximately 14-15 % oxygen by volume is combusted ; and

sufficient supplemental fuel is supplied to the topping combustor to heat the gas 25 to certain

temperature, or higher depending on the limitations of the components (COL 5, lines 5-15).

Thus, the specific distribution system of the un-reacted fuel and oxidant in combination with the

requirement of providing sufficient un-reacted fuel and oxidant implies the presence of a

controlling mechanism for promoting and sustaining stable combustion, thereby reducing CO

emissions.

In view of the above, it would have been obvious to a person possessing a level of

ordinary skill in the field of the invention to employ the specific percent of the cathode exhaust

stream as instantly claimed or any other amount of the cathode exhaust stream as Domeracki et

al themselves disclose that sufficient un-reacted oxidant is necessary to combust with un-reacted

fuel so as raise the temperature of the gas to a predetermined temperature; thus, Domeracki et al

recognize the specific percent of the cathode exhaust stream as a variable that achieves a
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recognized result (i.e. amount ofoxidant exhaust sufficient to maintain combustion tofurther

achieved a desired temperature thereof) In re Boesch, 61 7 F.2d 272, 205 USPQ 215

(CCPA 1980). See also Peterson, 315 F.3d at 1330, 65 USPQ2d at 1382; and In re Hoeschele,

406 F.2d 1403, 160 USPQ 809 (CCPA 1969). Generally speaking, differences in concentration

or temperature will not support the patentability of subject matter encompassed by the prior art

unless there is evidence indicating such concentration or temperature is critical. "[W]here the

general conditions of a claim are disclosed in the prior art, it is not inventive to discover the.

optimum or workable ranges by routine experimentation." In re Aller, 220 F.2d 454, 456, 105

USPQ 233, 235 (CCPA 1955). Thus, it is prima-facie obvious to choose or select the specific

amount of cathode exhaust being diverted. See MPEP 2144.05 Obviousness ofRanges.

9. Claims 1-8, 12-14, 17-18, 20 and 27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Domeracki et al 5413879 in view of Rosen et al 6213234.

The present application is directed to a hybrid power generation system wherein the

disclosed inventive concept comprises the specific combination of a tail gas burner, fuel cell,

compressor/recuperator/turbine and control system.

As to claims 1 and 27:

Domeracki et al disclose a compressor 1 (COL 2, lines 43-45) for producing compressed

air 21 (COL 2, lines 50-55), air pre-heater 4 and fuel pre-heater 3 both in flow communication

with the compressor via line 21, 26 (the pre-heaters serve as the recuperator) (COL 2, lines 50-

55/ COL 3, lines 1-5/ See FIGURE 1). Figure 1 below illustrates the fuel cell system:
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K
22

ng. 1

Domeracki et al also disclose a solid oxide fuel cell system comprising a number of solid

oxide fuel cells (COL 2, lines 40-43/COL 3, lines 40-42) comprising an inlet air manifold 52,

and exhaust plenum combustion chamber 7, an inlet fuel manifold 53, an inlet air pipe 58, a fuel

inlet pipe 61, and an exhaust pipe 59 (COL 3, lines 26-40). In reaction chamber 57, fuel 43 and

air 22 electrochemically react to produce electricity (COL 4, lines 9-18).

Domeracki et al further disclose combustion chamber 7 receiving oxidant exhaust (hot

oxygen bearing gas 23) and fuel exhaust (spent fuel 45) therein (COL 2, lines 45-50/ COL 4,

lines 10-35/COL 1, lines 24-35); and a topping combustor 8 (COL 2, lines 45-50). Either one of

the combustion chamber 7 or the topping combustor 8 acts as the tail gas burner receiving and

burningfuel and oxidant exhaustfrom thefuel cell via lines 45 and 23, or via line 24,

respectively (See Figure 1).
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A turbine for expanding hot gas in line 25 is also disclosed (COL 2, lines 42-45/COL 5,

lines 16-22/ See Figure 1).

With respect to the specific percent ofthe cathode exhaust stream:

Domeracki et al further illustrate the following:

a) Enlarged portion of Figure 3 below shows primary zone (left or right side of tubular

fuel cell 50) and secondary zone (left or right side of tubular fuel cell 50, respectively) in the

combustion chamber 7 (the tail gas burner).

b) Additionally, combustion chamber 7 may be the primary zone, while the topping

combustor 8 may also be the secondary zone.

Domeracki et al disclose that {ifcombustion chamber 7 is the tail gas burner) hot gas 23

typically contains approximately 18 % oxygen by volume (COL 4, lines 19-31). Yet further, (if

topping combustor 8 is the tail gas burner) it is disclosed hot gas 24 still containing

approximately 14-15 % oxygen by volume is combusted .

Examiner's note: since hot gas 23 contains approximately 18 % oxygen and hot gas 24

contains approximately 14-15 % oxygen, it is contended that there is 18 % ofoxygen (cathode

exhaust stream) diverted into theprimary zone, and 14-15 % ofoxygen (cathode exhaust stream

diverted into the secondary zone. Under a first scenario, oxygen per se is taken to represent the

reactant (oxidant) ofthe cathode, and its unusedportion together with the byproducts ofthe

electrochemical reaction represent the overall composition ofthe cathode exhaust stream per se.
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And because the present claimsfail to define what is meant by the cathode exhaust stream itself

the examiner is interpreting the unusedportion ofreactant (oxygen) as the cathode exhaust

stream per se. Therefore, in thisfirst context, combustion chamber 7 receives diverted hot gas 23

with 18 % ofoxygen, and topping combustor 8further receives diverted hot gas 23 with 14-15 %

ofoxygen. Thus, the prior art meets the claimed requirement concerning the specific percents.

Note that the term "diverted" has been broadly construed as only requiring to slightly turn the

direction ofthe stream or slightly deviating the stream at any given location, for instance, after

exitingfuel cell 6 and then after exiting combustion chamber 7. Notefurther that nowhere in the

claims it is required that the cathode exhaust stream be separated/split intofirst and second

different streams (two different streams) and thereafter directing thefirst stream towards the

primary zone and the second stream towards the secondary zone.

Under a secondary scenario, note also that Domeracki et al disclose that the topping

combustor 8 isformed by a vessel 86 that encloses a chamber 90 in which a plurality of

combustor baskets 93 are also disposed (COL 4, lines 45-53). At some point once the hot gas 24

flows into space 96 within the chamber 90, the hot gas 24flows into the combustor baskets 93

(COL. 5, lines 1-10). Thus, topping combustor 8per se includes primary and secondary zones,

and separates/splits the cathode exhaust stream containing 14-15 % ofoxygen (note thai oxygen-

cathode exhaust stream as well as "diverted"-separated/split are interpreted in the same manner

as discussed in the immediatelypreceding paragraph). Consequently, in this secondary context,

topping combustor 8 includes a primary zone consisting ofafirst combustor basket 93

containing 14-15 % ofdiverted oxygen and a secondary zone consisting ofa second combustor
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93 receiving 14-15 % ofdiverted oxygen. Thus, the prior art meets the claimed requirement

concerning the specific percents.

As to claims 2-4 and 20:

Domeracki et al use natural gas or coal-derived fuel gas (COL 2, lines 66-67). Thus, it is

contended that the preceding gases are low heat contentfuels and inherentlypossess the specific

BTU/ft
3
requirement. Note that both natural or coal-derivedfuel gases are disclosed by the

applicant as having those specific characteristics.

As to claims 5 and 7:

Domeracki et al disclose that the hot exhaust gas 23 typically contains approximately 18

% oxygen by volume (COL 4, lines 28-30) and/or 14-15 % oxygen by volume (COL 5, lines 5-

1 1). Disclosed is oxygen bearing vitiated (depleted) air (COL 4, lines 13-17).

As to claim 6:

Domeracki et al use ambient air as oxidant (COL 2, lines 51-54).

As to claim 8:

It can be appreciated in Figure 3 that heated air 22 is turned 180 ° {diverted or deviated)

(COL 4, lines 3-5); oxygen bearing gas 23 also makes a right turn {diverted or deviated) at

combustion chamber 7 wherein spent fuel 45 mixes with hot gas 23, and they combusts (COL 4,

lines 19-35). Gas 23 is cooled somewhat prior to being discharged (COL 4, lines 34-37).
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As to claim 12:

Fuel nozzles 94 are used to inject un-reacted fuel 44 (COL 5, lines 5-7).

As to claim 13:

Domeracki et al disclose at least solid oxide fuel cells (COL 3, lines 40-50; COL 4, lines

42-50).

As to claim 14:

Domeracki et al also disclose that fuel 43 for the solid oxide fuel cell generator 6 may be

reformed prior to reaction in the solid oxide fuel cell in an external reformer or a reformer

integral with the fuel cell (COL 3, lines 15-25).

As to claim 17:

It is disclosed that compressed air flows through vessel 86 of the topping combustor 8;

additionally, hot gas 24 includes un-reacted cathode exhaust coming from line 23 (hot oxygen

bearing gas 23 containing approximately 18 % oxygen volume (COL 4, lines 15-17 & lines 28-

31). Upon observing Figure 1 above, it is apparent that line 24 andfresh compressed air 21 mix

at the topping combustor 8. Thus, cathode exhaust (oxygen bearing gas 23) is recycled back to

the cathode inlet).
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As to claim 18:

Part of the reforming product is hydrogen (fuel) and carbon monoxide (COL 3, lines 18-

22); additionally, oxygen ions and hydrogen fuel are electrochemically reacting therein (COL 4,

lines 10-19). Spent fuel is unused (COL 4, lines 19-30). By-product ofthe electrochemical

reaction is water and carbon dioxide. Thus, the anode exhaust comprises CO, CO2 and spentfuel

and water.

Domeracki et al discloses an integrated gas turbine solid oxide fuel cell system as seen

and described above. However, Domeracki et al fails to expressly disclose the specific percent of

the cathode exhaust stream.

Nevertheless, Domeracki et al disclose that (ifcombustion chamber 7 is the tail gas

burner) the unreacted portion of the spent fuel 45 combusts in the gas 23, thereby heating it. In

the preferred embodiment, this combustion generates sufficient heat release to raise the

temperature of the gas 23 to a predetermined temperature (COL 4, lines 25-37). Spent fuel 45 is

about 15 % unreacted; and hot gas 23 typically contains approximately 18 % oxygen by volume

(COL 4, lines 19-31). Yet further, (iftopping combustor 8 is the tail gas burner) it is disclosed

hot gas 24 still containing approximately 14-15 % oxygen by volume is combusted : and

sufficient supplemental fuel is supplied to the topping combustor to heat the gas 25 to certain

temperature, or higher depending on the limitations of the components (COL 5, lines 5-15).

Thus, the specific distribution system of the un-reacted fuel and oxidant in combination with the

requirement of providing sufficient un-reacted fuel and oxidant implies the presence of a

controlling mechanism for promoting and sustaining stable combustion, thereby reducing CO

emissions.
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In view of the above, it would have been obvious to a person possessing a level of

ordinary skill in the field of the invention to employ the specific percent of the cathode exhaust

stream as instantly claimed or any other amount of the cathode exhaust stream as Domeracki et

al themselves disclose that sufficient un-reacted oxidant is necessary to combust with un-reacted

fuel so as raise the temperature of the gas to a predetermined temperature; thus, Domeracki et al

recognize the specific percent of the cathode exhaust stream as a variable that achieves a

recognized result (i.e. amount ofoxidant exhaust sufficient to maintain combustion tofurther

achieved a desired temperature thereof) In re Boesch, 617 F.2d 272, 205 USPQ 215

(CCPA 1980). See also Peterson, 315 F3d at 1330, 65 USPQ2d at 1382; and In re Hoeschele,

406 F2d 1403, 160 USPQ 809 (CCPA 1969). Generally speaking, differences in concentration

or temperature will not support the patentability of subject matter encompassed by the prior art

unless there is evidence indicating such concentration or temperature is critical. "[W]here the

general conditions of a claim are disclosed in the prior art, it is not inventive to discover the

optimum or workable ranges by routine experimentation." In re Aller, 220 F.2d 454, 456, 105

USPQ 233, 235 (CCPA 1955). Thus, it is prima-facie obvious to choose or select the specific

amount of cathode exhaust being diverted. SeeMPEP 2144.05 Obviousness ofRanges.

In addition, assuming arguendo that Domeracki et al fails to expressly disclose the

specific percent of the cathode exhaust stream and the specific control system (a pointed not

admitted/conceded by the examiner, see implicit teaching ofDomeracki et al supra (item 15:

with respect to control system} ).
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Rosen et al disclose a fuel cell/gas turbine combination system (TITLE) including a solid

oxide fuel cell (SOFC) (COL 4, lines 14-18); gas turbine engine 26, recuperator 60, compressor

42, combustors 54, 56 and 58, fuel cell 22; a controller wherein all the air valves and the fuel

valves are controlled by controller 30 in order to precisely meter fuel and air in order to achieve

the proper air/fuel balance, appropriate power output and turbine exhaust gas emissions (COL 4,

lines 49-65/ Embodiments illustrated in FIGURES 2-5).

In view of the above, it would have been obvious to a person possessing a level of

ordinary skill in the field of the invention to use the specific control system ofRosen et al in the

fuel cell/turbine system ofDomeracki et al as Rosen et al disclose that a controller is used to

control all the air valves and the fuel valves in order to precisely meter fuel and air in order to

achieve the proper air/fuel balance, appropriate power output and turbine exhaust gas emissions

(COL 4, lines 49-65/ Embodiments illustrated in FIGURES 2-5). Thus, Rosen et al provide

sufficient guidance to recognize that a controller is necessary to achieved the preceding benefits.

Response to Arguments

10. Applicant's arguments filed 1 1/22/06 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

11. At the outset, in response to applicant's argument that the references fail to show certain

features of applicant's invention, it is noted that the features upon which applicant relies (i.e., a)

"a control system to split the cathode exhaust into two different streams and a controlled amount

ofoxidant is therefore sent to each oftheprimary and secondary zones ofthe tail gas burner..."

and b) "theflame stability") are not recited in the rejected claim(s). Although the claims are
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interpreted in light of the specification, limitations from the specification are not read into the

claims. See In re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1 181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993). With respect to

the flame stability (item b) above, it is noted that the present claims recite only stable

combustion, not flame stability. While applicant might attempt to argue that they both refer to

the same subject, the examiner asserts that they do not. For instance, "stable combustion" can be

interpreted as the ability ofproducing any combustion (any steady burning) irrespective of the

combustion degree (complete combustion vs. incomplete combustion) per se whereas "flame

stability can be interpreted as the quality of the combustion itself (steady degree of combustion)

which requires specific combustion conditions and amounts of reactants to achieve such a steady

degree. Therefore, applicant's arguments are not commensurate in scope with the presently

claimed invention.

12. The examiner's disagrees with applicant's characterization of the prior art as weil as the

claimed invention. The examiner asserts that the prior art as characterized by the examiner in the

first and secondary scenarios below together with a reasonable claim construction based upon

literal claim scope provides at least two singular approaches capable of meeting the legal

standard under Section 102 for sustaining an anticipation rejection. These approaches are

presented hereinafter.

Under a first scenario, since hot gas 23 contains approximately 18 % oxygen and hot gas

24 contains approximately 14-15 % oxygen, it is contended that there is 18 % of oxygen

(cathode exhaust stream) diverted into the primary zone, and 14-15 % of oxygen (cathode

exhaust stream diverted into the secondary zone. In this case, oxygen per se is taken to represent

the reactant (oxidant) of the cathode, and its unused portion together with the byproducts of the
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electrochemical reaction represent the overall composition of the cathode exhaust stream per se.

And because the present claims fail to define what is meant by the cathode exhaust stream itself,

the examiner is interpreting the unused portion of reactant (oxygen) as the cathode exhaust

stream per se. Therefore, in this first context, combustion chamber 7 receives diverted hot gas 23

with 18 % of oxygen, and topping combustor 8 further receives diverted hot gas 23 with 14-15 %

of oxygen. Thus, the prior art meets the claimed requirement concerning the specific percents.

Note that the term "diverted" has been broadly construed as only requiring to slightly turn

the direction of the stream or slightly deviating the stream at any given location, for instance,

after exiting fuel cell 6 and then after exiting combustion chamber 7. Note further that nowhere

in the claims it is required that the cathode exhaust stream be separated/split into first and second

different streams (two different streams) and thereafter directing the first stream towards the

primary zone and the second stream towards the secondary zone.

Under a secondary scenario, note also that Domeracki et al disclose that the topping

combustor 8 is formed by a vessel 86 that encloses a chamber 90 in which a plurality of

combustor baskets 93 are also disposed (COL 4, lines 45-53). At some point once the hot gas 24

flows into space 96 within the chamber 90, the hot gas 24 flows into the combustor baskets 93

(COL 5, lines 1-10). Thus, topping combustor 8 per se includes primary and secondary zones,

and separates/splits the cathode exhaust stream containing 14-15 % of oxygen (note that oxygen-

cathode exhaust stream as well as "diverted"-separated/split are interpreted in the same manner

as discussed in the immediately preceding paragraph). Consequently, in this secondary context,

topping combustor 8 includes a primary zone consisting of a first combustor basket 93

containing 14-15 % of diverted oxygen and a secondary zone consisting of a second combustor
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93 receiving 14-15 % of diverted oxygen. Thus^ the prior art meets the claimed requirement

concerning the specific percents.

13. Rejections under Section 103 above are sustainable because applicant's main contention

to rebut them is based upon certain features not recited in the present claims. For instance,

applicant has advanced the argument that "Domeracki neither suggests nor discloses any scheme

to control the flame stability in the process as described in the present application" or that "The

function ofthe power controller (ofRosen) does not include regulating cathode exhaust to a

combustor to control flame stability ..". Although the claims are interpreted in light of the

specification, limitations from the specification are not read into the claims. See In re Van

Geuns, 988 F.2d 1 181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993). With respect to the flame stability

(See item 13-b above), it is noted that the present claims recite only stable combustion, not

flame stability. While applicant might attempt to argue that they both refer to the same subject,

the examiner asserts that they do not. For instance, "stable combustion" can be interpreted as the

ability of producing any combustion (any steady burning) irrespective of the combustion degree

(complete combustion vs. incomplete combustion) per se whereas "flame stability" can be

interpreted as the quality of the combustion itself (steady degree of combustion) which requires

specific combustion conditions and amounts of reactants to achieve such a steady degree.

Therefore, applicant's arguments are not commensurate in scope with the presently claimed

invention. Similarly, the present claims do not describe, define or claim a process for controlling

the flame stability, they are directed only to hybrid power generation systems for generating

power. Hence, the allegation of patentable distinction based upon a specific process for obtaining

flame stability stands far short of being commensurate in scope with the invention at hand.
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Conclusion

14. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL, Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing

date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Raymond Alejandro whose telephone number is (571) 272-1282.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday (8:00 am - 6:30 pm).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Patrick J. Ryan can be reached on (571) 272-1292. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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